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Flip looks at 
ways teams create 

their projects!

®



One Afternoon flip was looking at past adventures 
and came across the "Dream Project"...

I remember doing 
the research for my 

project...

...And I Talked to 
Professionals!

...I looked stuff 
up in Books...

I Found Things on 
the Internet...

... Flip wondered how other FLL® 
teams researched their projects, 

and decided to find out!
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Since projects can be as unique and varied as the teams 
themselves, flip Decided to visit several Tournaments and ask 

a bunch of teams what they did to create their projects... 
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Not only did we 
talk to a lot of 

professionals, we 
also took a lot of 

field trips!

great 
idea!

we used 
magazines for 

research and to 
help us create our 

presentation 
board.

Mmmm,  Donuts!
I'm feeling hungry 
and I don't even 

eat!
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We created a 
survey to ask 
questions....

...Then 
collated all the 

information to help 
us come up with an 

idea.

We created a 
detailed log of 
everything we 

learned...

That way we can go 
back and remember 

all the details and find 
our information 

quickly!

Nice!
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we created a 
3-D model to help 
explain our research!

Alas,
poor yorick!

we built a  replica 
of our idea out of 

LEGO® to show how it 
could look!

After talking to a lot of teams, flip realized that 
there was more than just research methods involved.

the way information was presented was different
for each team too!

We created a 
brochure to help 

explain our 
project.
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It's a 
collaboration! We 

brainstormed all of 
our ideas into one - then 

created this poster 
to express it!

now 
that's 

teamwork!

Cool 
poster!

We had 
everyone on 

our team work on 
a section of the 

presentation 
board!
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We learned 
about electronics 
so we could show 
how our idea will 

work. 

We learned 
about digital 

imaging and used it 
to create a 
prototype.

WE learned 
about script 

writing to create 
our  project 
presentation!   

While working on the project, some 
teams even learned new skills!
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Throughout the days, flip saw how All the
teams' research and inspiration paid off as 

they went into the judging sessions. 

Ready? 
Good 
Luck!

One 
Minute 
Left!

Did You Have 
Fun? How'd it 

go?

We had a 
blast - and 
They really 
liked our 

work!



Next: Flip heads WEST!

Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 

®
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Back home, Flip thought about all the great teams and 
their inspiring projects...

Wow, I'm so glad i 
got a chance to see 

how other teams create 
their projects. 

And to think ...there are 
FLl® teams doing this 
all over the world!


